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Runs 9:09 George Floyd George Floyd was killed in Minneapolis on May 25, 2020. And in the 19 
months since then, the nation has continued to ask questions about our history, our legacy and 
ourselves. Let's begin last spring, in Minneapolis with the trial of former police officer Derek Chauvin. 
Runs 4:06 Ahmaud Arbery Next Friday (Jan. 7), a judge in Brunswick, Georgia will hand down 
sentences to father and son Gregory and Travis McMichael, and their friend William Roddy 
Bryan...who were all convicted in the killing of 25-year-old Ahmaud Arbery last year. Just before the 
verdict, we discussed the case and whether America has changed with our Steve Osunsami...who had
been covering the trial and many others just like it for the last 2 decades... INT 
Runs :40 Kyle Rittenhouse A week before the three men were found guilty on all counts, Kyle 
Rittenhouse--the young man who shot and killed two protesters following a police-involved shooting in 
Wisconsin--was acquitted on all counts. PKG 
Runs 3:43 ABC News Police Department Investigation This year...ABC News, with the help of our ABC
television affiliates nationwide, investigated whether police departments really reflect the communities 
in which they served. The project was spearheaded by our chief law and justice correspondent, Pierre 
Thomas. INT 
Runs 5:32 Malcolm X Convictions overturned Malcolm X was one of the most prominent figures of the 
civil rights movement. He had broken away from the Nation of Islam and was on the verge of starting 
his own organization when he was assassinated in 1965. Fifty-six years later, the two men convicted 
of aiding the assassin had their convictions thrown out. Their lawyers had insisted all along they had 
been convicted in error, and in 2021, prosecutors finally admitted it. Here's ABC's Aaron Katersky. 
PKG 
Runs 4:44 NFL Race Norming In February...ABC News broke the story that clinicians feared the NFL's
concussion settlement program was discriminating against black players by using the practice called 
'Race-norming'. It assumed that the average black player started at a lower cognitive function than an 
average white player at the outset of their careers....meaning black players needed to show a larger 
decline than their white counterparts to qualify for compensation. When a judge sent the league and 
lawyers, representing former players, to the negotiating table......Attorney Christopher Seeger...who 
represented former players during the NFL's concussion settlement negotiations...said his firm had 
investigated the issues and found no evidence of racial bias.... In June... he reversed course.... PKG 
Since that story aired... the two sides reached an agreement that will end racial norming....The deal 
will allow for a reevaluating of past claims...and could pay out hundreds of millions of dollars to former 
players and their families. 
Runs 5:52 Sports Role in Social Justice This year, ABC News embarked on an ambitious project 
called Soul of a Nation. It was the first network news magazine examining the Black experience as 
told by Black Americans. The series aired over the summer and began with a piece on the role of that 
race and sports play in social justice. The show features interviews with John Carlos, Michael Thomas,
Renee Montgomery and others. And the lead segment was hosted by ESPN's Michael Wilbon. PKG 
ESPN's Michael Wilbon...you can watch all the episodes of Soul of a Nation on Hulu. This has been a 
special edition of Perspective--America's Racial Reckoning, year two. 
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Runs 5:58 COVID wrecking plans like its January 2021 The calendar has turned to 2022....but if you 
didn't look at the date you might think it is still January 2021...Just like this time last year....Coronavirus
cases are skyrocketing...we're now averaging almost 500 thousand cases a day....schools are going 
remote...closing or forcing administrators to step in and teach....and sporting and other events are 
being postponed or having their plans changed...but this time it's all fueled by the rapid spread of 
COVID-19 variant Omicron. One of the big events that was forced to change at the last minute this 
week was CES....formerly known as the Consumer Electronics show...It's typically where all the new 
HighTech gadgets get released....In past years up to 170 thousand people attended...but with 



skyrocketing covid rates across the country...and many big name companies pulling out of the 
event...it was not a normal show... ABC's Alex Stone was supposed to travel Las Vegas to cover 
it...but just hours before he was set to leave....Omicron changed his plans...so...like we did for most 
big events of the past year and a half...he covered it remotely... PKG 
Runs 2:40 Omicron Questions Answered Omicron has been in the US for over a month...but there is 
still a lot of uncertainty around the variant. We do know it's more transmissible than Delta and other 
previous variants...and if you are vaccinated and test positive the symptoms are usually milder.. Why 
is it spreading and infecting so easily? ABC's Brad Mielke posed that question Dr. Julie Marita (muh-
rita)...the executive vice president of the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation...... on our daily podcast 
Start Here. PKG 
Runs 4:24 What it was like to cover the Insurrection? One year ago one of the most shocking days in 
American history occurred when the US Capitol was stormed by supporters (NATS ) of Former 
President Trump as Congress began its process of certifying the 2020 election for then President-elect
Joe Biden.... After being encouraged by the former President (Walk down to the Capitol) an estimated 
10 thousand people made their way on to the grounds of the Capitol....with at least 2 thousand people 
making it into the building...where they desecrated the senate chamber...and offices on 
lawmakers...including Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi...After seven hours the riot ended and 
Congress got back to business certifying the election for President Biden with the count ending around
4:30 in the morning the following day... CUT( Pence announcing vote total) ABC's Ines De La Cuetara 
was reporting for ABC News Radio that day on the certification. Her job quickly changed as rioters 
started breaking through police barricades around the building...She joined our live coverage and 
stayed on air throughout the day giving her firsthand accounts as events unfolded right in front of 
her...We asked her what memories stood out to her: INT 
Runs 5:07 Examining Roots of Insurrection Over 700 people have been arrested for their alleged role 
in the riot. The FBI is still looking for 350 more individuals believed to have committed violent acts on 
the ground of the capitol...17 current or former law enforcement officers are among those 
charged...Two of them were officers from Rocky Mount, Virginia...who participated in the towns first 
Black Lives Matter protest just months earlier. ... ABC's Devin Dwyer traveled to the town... which is a 
little south of Roanoke...to explore the roots of the protest and the ripple effects still being felt... PKG 
Runs 6:31 New Docuseries looks at Mamie Till Mobley's quest for justice The story of Emmitt Till is 
known as one of the most shocking killings in the country's history... What his mother did after 
changed the course of history. 'Let The World See" is a new limited docuseries by ABC News 
highlighting his mother... Mamie Till-Mobley's... fierce quest for justice after the killing that sparked the 
civil rights movement...The first episode premiered on Thursday and new episodes will be released 
each of the next two weeks...One of the family members interviewed was Reverend Wheeler 
Parker...Emmitt's cousin...who witnessed the abduction (CLIP) Let's bring in the directors of the series 
Jeanmarie Condon and Fatima Curry. INT. That was Jeanmarie Condon and Fatima Curry, the 
directors of 'Let the World See." New episodes will be released each of the next two Thursdays on 
ABC. 
Runs 2:55 Tips to be successful for Dry January With the page turned to 2022....people across the 
country and have joined the 'Dry January' challenge.., you've probably heard of it before...No alcoholic
drinks for the 31 days of January...I am one the people taking it on...It's aimed at anyone who wants to
try a wellness challenge to start the year...not someone who may have an issue with sobriety...If you 
have an issue with alcohol you should talk to a health professional...according to ABC's Chief Medical 
Correspondent Dr. Jennifer Ashton.... Dr. Jenn has participated in Dry January for a few years...even 
writing about it in her book "The Self-care Solution.' She shared some tips on how to be successful 
with George Stefanopoulos on Good Morning America. INT 
Runs 2:33 Fun non-alocholic drinks for Dr January Dr. Jenn told us why we should take part in Dry 
January, but you know what it doesn't have to be boring Chef Brian Averna, a culinary consultant who 
has cooked and catered on tv shows for decades also knows his way around a bar 
Runs 4:14 Final Season of Blackish Seven seasons ago Black-ish debuted on ABC...starring Anthony 
Anderson as Andre Johnson and Tracy Ellis Ross as his wife Rainbow...the show chronicles the 
struggle of raising their kids in a predominately white neighborhood...while also trying to establish a 



cultural identity for their family....The eighth and final season of the ground breaking show began this 
week... Anderson and Ellis-Ross spoke about the show coming to an end and what they hope the 
show brought to the country... on Good Morning America.... INT That was Anthony Anderson and 
Tracy Ellis Ross on Good Morning America...You can watch Black-ish Tuesday nights on ABC... 
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Runs 4:30 Omicron And Olympics Across the country and around the world...Omicron is now dictating 
how we act and what we do. Hospitals in many parts of the country are completely overwhelmed. 
OMICRON CUT (Don't have enough people) We're going to tell you about the surge, and what's being
done about it is coming up...but we're beginning with thousands of miles away....in China...where 20 
million people in three difference cities have been locked down to stop the spread of the virus. It's the 
strictest quarantine since the very early days of the pandemic, and the reason is because of the 
upcoming Olympics. The games begin in just three weeks, the Opening Ceremonies are on February 
4th. ABC Foreign Correspondent Maggie Rulli is one of the many reporters who'll be covering the 
Olympics us here at ABC News. We talked this week about the outbreak, and the numerous 
preparations they're taking to keep Omicron from derailing the Games. INT 
Runs 3:03 California's COVID Situation Kaiser Permanente Southern California...released a study this 
week that confirmed that the omicron variant is less deadly than the delta variant But because it's so 
contagious and is spreading so much faster--and infecting so many more people--it's been too much 
for many hospitals. More than 150-thousand Americans are hospitalized right now...compared to 100-
thousand just 10 days ago. ABC's Alex Stone looks at where things stand in the state of California. 
(PKG) 
Runs 2:19 COVID Doctor Audio Diary This week the White House deployed a thousand military 
medical personnel to six states where hospital staff have been overwhelmed. But critics say there so 
much more that's needed. Dr. Raymond Lee Kiser is with Columbus Regional Health in Indiana, not 
one of the states getting military help--but certainly in need of some assistance. He has been treating 
covid patients since the start of the pandemic and tells ABC News that almost every patient he sees 
now is unvaccinated. (PKG) Coming up...Democrats in Washington try to find their footing--and way 
forward for voting rights. On perspective after this. 
Runs 4:36 Rough Week For President Biden The second week of January could end up being one of 
the toughest of President Joe Biden's presidency...Record high inflation numbers were released....the 
Supreme Court struck down his COVID-19 vaccine mandate for large employers....and his signature 
voting rights bill...The John Lewis Voting Rights Act.... looks like it's dead after...West Virginia Senator 
Joe Manchin and Arizona Senator Kristen Sinema said they will not vote to get rid of the 60 vote 
filibuster... President Biden went from sounding hopeful during his speech in Atlanta on Tuesday (CUT 
I will not yield) to defeated following a meeting with Democrat's on Capitol Hill on Thursday CUT (Not 
sure we can get it done) Where does this leave the President? Let's bring in ABC's Political Director 
Rick Klein: INT 
Runs 3:42 Republicans pressured to make voting safer As Rick stated 19 states have enacted new 
voting laws following the 2020 election...the most restrictive coming from republican states like 
Georgia and Texas...Some of the laws might be inspired by 'The Big Lie' of the election being 
stolen...and pressure from Republican voters...to do something about it....Kaleigh Rogers is a tech and
politics with our partners at 538....she did a deep dive into the pressure's republican state lawmakers 
are facing in a piece called 'The Big Lie's Long Shadow"....She spoke to Brad Mielke spoke about it on
our daily news podcast Start Here: INT That was 538's Kaleigh Rogers with Brad Mielke on our daily 
podcast Start Here. You can read 'The Big Lie's Long Shadow on fivethirtyeight.com 
Runs 3:57 Historic Inflation numbers affect on pets Americans are getting squeezed by the cost of 
EVERYTHING. According to the Labor Department's Consumer Price Index Report released this 
week....inflation jumped 7 percent over the past 12 months...the largest spike since the summer of 
1982...that's the year I graduated high school, so you do that math...Housing...used cars....and 
groceries were the biggest contributors to inflation...but you know what else you're paying more for? 



Pet food. It not only costs more, in some places, you can't find the kind of food your dog or cat likes. 
ABC News Producer Megan Stone has been talking to some of the folks who make pet food--and to 
veterinarians about what you can do to help lower the costs. Coming up...is 2022 the year of 
electric....trucks? On Perspective, after this... 
Runs 4:26 The Year for electric trucks? 2022 looks like the year the electric truck market will explode 
in popularity...Traditional brand names like Ford...and Chevy.. and startups like Rivian are upping 
production targets...announcing new models...and finally starting to deliver trucks. ABC Producer Mike
Dobuski has more on what's new in the electric truck industry.... 
Runs 2:06 Catalytic Converter Thefts A sweeping crime wave across the country is targeting 
cars....but thieves aren't going after the entire vehicle....instead they are taking the catalytic 
converter...which is part of the exhaust system...Thefts have increased over the past few years as 
prices for the precious metals that make up the part have increased. And criminals are getting more 
brazen... ABC Transportation Correspondent Gio Benitez has more... Coming up...Honoring the legacy
of America's dad.... Bob Saget... On Perspective, after this... 
Runs 5:43 Remembering Bob Saget The medical examiner in Orlando Florida says it could take as 
long as three months to find out the official cause of death of comedian Bob Saget. You know by now 
that he was found in his hotel room, on his bed, with no signs of trauma. You also know...if you've 
been listening to any of the numerous friends who've come forward this past week with stories about 
who he was...that Bob Saget was loved by many. In fact, it's hard to find ANYONE who'll say 
ANYTHING bad about him. And in Hollywood, that is extremely rare. Bob Saget seems to have been 
one of a kind, but why? Here's ABC Entertainment Correspondent Jason Nathanson. PKG One thing 
Bob Saget was passionate about was research into scleroderma. It's an autoimmune disorder that as 
of now has no cure...it causes inflammation in the skin and other areas of the body. In severe cases, it 
can kill...and it is what killed Bob's sister in 1994. He served on the Scleroderma Research Foundation
Board, and through comedy events he raised over 25 million dollars toward funding research. In 
memory of Saget, if you'd like to donate, the website is "srfcure.org." 
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Runs 5:14 Antibiotic Resistant Bacteria We've been living with Covid-19 for two years now -- masks, 
social distancing, and vaccines have changed the way we live and work. But just as many public 
health officials predict that omicron variant infections will begin to wane in the coming weeks...if they 
haven't already where you live...there's another warning out this week from doctors...antibiotic 
resistant bacterial infections: things like staph, strep, ecoli, and lower respiratory infections were 
responsible for more than a million deaths in 2019, according to a new study published in the British 
Medical Journal The Lancet. PKG 
Runs :42 Two Years since first US Covid Case As we mentioned...it's been two years this week since 
the first Covid-19 case was detected here in the United States. ABC's Kayna Whitworth was on the 
West Coast...in the Seattle area...and described it...this way. (PKG) Runs 2:54 Trauma from losing 
smell Since then, of course, we all know the toll the pandemic has taken...and there IS reason to be 
optimistic this week. But listen to this: According to the American Academy of Pediatrics and the 
Children's Hospital Association, almost a million children tested positive for Covid-19 last week...four 
times the rate of the peak of last winter's surge. Like adults, sometimes they lose their sense of 
smell...and for little ones already struggling with mask wearing, remote learning, and the overall 
disruption of their lives that can be traumatic. Here's ABC's Jim Ryan. (PKG) 
Runs 1:56 Votings Rights Debate President Biden's one year in office mark came with another defeat 
over voting rights. It was one of the major issues on which he ran -- but it was the fifth time the bill 
failed to pass. During debate on the Senate floor, South Carolina's Tim Scott...the only Black 
Republican in the senate... said he was offended by the Democrat's likening of the voting laws that 
have been passed in mostly GOP controlled states to Jim Crow....to which another Black Senator, 
Cory Booker of New Jersey...challenged Scott's comparisons. Here's what some of that debate 
sounded like. Moderate democrats Joe Manchin of West Virginia and Kirsten Sinema of Arizona voted 



in favor of the bill...but wouldn't go along with changing Senate Rules so could pass with a simple 
majority, so the bill failed. (PKG) 
Runs 3:17 SCOTUS Trump Ruling The Supreme court dealt a major blow to Former President Donald 
Trump on Wednesday....In an 8-1 decision...the court denied his bid to block record's related to the 
January 6th insurrection...The records Trump fought so hard to keep secret can now be handed over 
to the committee investigating the capitol riot... ABC's Brad Mielke spoke with ABC's Senior National 
Correspondent Terry Moran on our daily podcast Start Here...about the ruling.... (INT) 
Runs 4:08 NY Investigation into Trump It wasn't the only legal issue....the former President faced this 
week...In New York...Attorney General Letita James released a statement saying her office uncovered 
'significant evidence' of fraud in her civil investigation into the former President and his organization...It
came after James' office argued Trump...his son Don Jr...and Daughter Ivanka...have not sufficiently 
responded to subpoenas issued for the investigation. The Trumps have repeatedly said the 
investigation is politically motivated. Let's bring in ABC's Senior Investigative Correspondent Aaron 
Katersky. INT  
Runs 4:05 The Great Resignation According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics...an unprecedented 4 
and a half million Americans left their jobs in November......As Forbes put it, we've become a nation of 
quitters. ABC's Daria Albinger spoke with an expert from the staffing industry about why so many are 
choosing to leave their jobs and become a part of the Great Resignation.... PKG 
Runs 5:33 What is the Metaverse? There was a major shakeup in the gaming industry this week. 
Microsoft...owner of the super popular XBOX console...bought game developer Activision 
Blizzard...known for its top titles like Call of Duty and Candy Crush. Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella says
the purchase...will be a key part of the metaverse (CUT Metaverse) It's been one of the buzziest 
words in the tech world over the past few months...ever since the company formerly known as 
Facebook....change its name to Meta.....If you're still confused about what it is or why you should 
care...you probably aren't alone....and for the record, a lot of experts think this week's acquisition is 
much more of a gaming story than a metaverse story. So let's once again remind you what it all 
means. We asked ABC Tech Producers Rob Hawley and Mike Dobuski to explain. PKG ABC Tech 
Producers Rob Hawley and Mike Dobuski 
Runs 5:33 Sex Workers left behind We have often talked about the businesses and people who have 
gotten help throughout the pandemic...but there is one type of job that you likely have never thought 
of....the sex work industry...In Amsterdam it is legal....and sex workers say they have had a hard time 
getting by with the various restriction put in place during the pandemic. ABC Producer Miguel 
Florencio recently traveled to the city...and spoke to a few about what they've experienced. PKG 
Runs 1:15 Jackie Robinson of the NHL gets honored Finally....On January 18th 1958...when Willie 
O'Ree stepped onto the ice for the Boston Bruins against the Montreal Canadiens....he became the 
first black player in the National Hockey League. He would play two games that season....and 43 more
during the 1960-1961 season. On Tuesday...O'Ree had his number 22 retired by the Bruins....he 
addressed the crowd via a video CUT (I can find a long cut there are some good qoutes from his video
address) 
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Runs 2:38 Gun Violence This Week (nats from the mass) The funeral was held on Friday morning for 
NYPD police officer Jason Rivera. He and his partner Wilbur Mora were both shot and killed last 
weekend as they responded to a domestic violence call in Harlem. Rivera and Mora were the 4th and 
5th police officers shot in the city so far this year....NYC Mayor Eric Adams....a former police officer 
himself...said the city needs help CUT Public Health Crisis. This isn't just a local New York issue....Gun
violence is happening all over the country...a police officer in Houston was shot and killed, an 8 year 
old girl was murdered in Chicago over the weekend...on Wednesday a Wisconsin sheriff's deputy was 
shot multiple times during a traffic stop and.... and a woman was killed and four other shot during a 
hotel party in Washington DC on Thursday. In California...where gun violence has been on the rise in 



places like Fresno, State Representative Mike Levine has introduced a bill with a possible solution. 
Increase the taxes people pay on hand and long guns. ABC's Alex Stone reports... PKG 
Runs 7:47 Northern Part Of Atlanta Wants Out The violence is also playing out in Atlanta. Where a 
debate is now underway in the northern part of city.... In the affluent community of Buckhead...where 
20% of the city's half a million residents live......Some residents are saying they want to leave 
Atlanta....and become their own City. Concerns over rampant crime has inspired a group of neighbors 
to form the Buckhead City Committee....with the goal of having a community vote this November on 
removing themselves from the city of Atlanta, and starting their own city, with their own police force. 
ABC's Steve Osunsami spoke with members of the community and the surrounding areas of Atlanta 
about the fight for ABC News Live.... Here is a part of his report: PKG Let's bring in our friend Steve 
now: You can watch Steve's whole report on ABC News YouTube channel, or on ABC News Live. 
Runs 2:40 SCOTUS Justice Steps Down President Biden will have his first chance to nominate 
someone to the Supreme Court after Justice Stephen Breyer.... the Senior member of the court's 
liberal wing...announced he will be retiring at the end of the term after nearly 30 years on the bench. 
During an event at the White House announcing the decision...Breyer said one of his favorite aspects 
of his job was talking to young people of the country. STATEMENT 
Runs 5:06 Youngest State Lawmaker Book So...it'll be up to young people to see if that grand 
experiment that is our country...actually works? Well, one of them certainly agrees. During the mid-
terms elections in 2018, a record number of younger Americans sought political office...one of the 
youngest was Will Haskell...a then 22-year-old fresh out of Georgetown University...he sought 
Connecticut's 26th district state Senate seat...that was held by a longtime incumbent Republican. 
Despite never holding office of any type...including high school and college...and despite living in a 
reliably Republican district....Haskell shocked everyone by winning. Haskell is now a two-time state 
senator and is out with a book titled "100,000 first bosses - My unlikely path as a 22-year-old 
lawmaker...I spoke to Haskell this week--along with one of our ABC News producers who lives in his 
district. INT 
Runs 3:02 Ukraine On Edge For the past two weeks you've been hearing repeatedly about 
Ukraine. ..Over 100,0000 Russian troops are stationed on the border and US and European leaders 
have been trying to work out a diplomatic solution, as those in Ukraine downplay the threat...President
Volodymir Zelenksy--remember him from the first trump impeachment--urged people to remain 
calm...as the foreign minister told ABC News.... (CUT Under pressure).... President Biden has put 
8,500 US troops on heightened alert (CUT NATO Operation) NATO also says it has thousands of 
troops available...but there are no plans right now to send soldiers into Ukraine...so what's behind all 
this and why should we here in the U.S. care? ABC's Brad Mielke posed that question to retired 
Colonel and ABC News Contributor Steven Ganyard...on our daily podcast Start Here: PKG 
Runs 3:47 Increase in Gambling Addictions The Centers for Disease Control say the United States 
has seen an 18 percent drop in coronavirus cases over the past two weeks...with 40 states or 
territories reporting a decreasing or plateauing case averages...good news across the country that as 
we hopefully get towards the end of the Omicron surge.... During the nearly two year COVID-19 
pandemic, rates of depression, domestic violence, eating disorders and divorce have all increased. 
And now comes research showing that the pandemic is driving up the number of Americans 
experiencing either problem gambling or flat-out gambling addictions. The non-profit National Council 
on Problem Gambling has seen a steady rise in calls to its helpline....which is 1-800-522-4700. 
Experts in the field say COVID-19 has produced a unique environment conducive to addictive 
behaviors, including gambling. ABC's Jim Ryan has the story.... PKG 
Runs 4:27 Papal Admission This week the Vatican issued a defense of retired Pope Benedict the 16th 
saying the 95-year-old retired pope has a strong record when it comes to fighting the sexual abuse of 
children by priests in the Catholic Church. The Vatican was responding to an independent report 
commissioned by the German Catholic Church that faulted Benedict for his handling of child sex 
abuse cases while he was the Archbishop of Munich. ABC s Megan Williams reports from Rome. PKG
Runs 1:41 Holocaust Letter Returned Imagine reconnecting a holocaust survivor to her family through 
a letter written 75 years ago. It happened by a woman who searches for those family heirlooms online 



and at flea markets. ABC's Andy Field says she thinks about it every year on Holocaust Remembrance
Day, which was Thursday PKG 
Runs 2:46 Jamaica we have a Alpine Ski team? And Finally this week.....NATS The Olympics are a 
week away...and Jamaica is making history by who they are sending to the Games....ABC's Tom 
Rivers has more from London.... PKG 
Runs :35 First Black Christine Daae Black History Month starts on Tuesday...but we are kicking off the 
month early with a story of a historic first.... NATS On Wednesday night...the Phantom of the Opera 
celebrated its 34th anniversary on Broadway....and the principal leading role of Christine is Emilie 
Kouatchou.....She'll become the first black actress to play that role in the history Broadway's longest 
running musical....Kouatchou....already made history in October by becoming the first black actress to 
play the role as the understudy....appearing in the show three times a week...The London West End 
Version of the Musical broke the barrier last July when Lucy St. Louis starred in the role.... 
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Runs 3:29 Close to Child Vaccines We've been living with Covid-19 or two years now...the pandemic 
has gone on long enough for millions of babies to have been born, and learned to walk and talk, and 
now this month the parents of those children could finally have the opportunity to get their littlest ones 
vaccinated against the coronavirus. IF they choose to. Pfizer has requested emergency use 
authorization for its vaccine for children as young as six months old...Just like the other vaccine 
milestones, An FDA advisory panel will meet to review data. If the panel says it's safe...then the CDC 
would give the final green light....which could come by the end of the month. For many parents...this 
was the news they've been waiting for. They've been so careful, but in all honesty, they're tired. As 
ABC's Karen Travers reports, for them, approval of the vaccine can't come soon enough. PKG 1:25 
Child Vaccine Hesitancy Those mom-screams could turn to shouts of joy at this week's vaccine 
news...but not every mom feels that way. A recent Kaiser Family Foundation survey found that only 
about a third of parents would get their kids the shot as soon as it's available. Another third said they 
would wait and see, and the final third said...not at all. With that kind of hesitancy, Boston Children's 
Hospital's Dr. John Brownstein says it'simportant that the process is thorough and not rushed through. 
BROWN CUT 
Runs 4:30 Proper way to use Rapid Test Millions of Americans have purchased rapid COVID-19 test 
kits in stores or signed up for them through the government website...Medical professionals says rapid
tests are a key to ending the pandemic....that is if they are used correctly....So what is the best way? I 
spoke with Dr. Alok Patel, clinical assistant professor of pediatrics at Stanford University...and an ABC 
News contributor.. INT. 
Runs 8:57 Exoneration In Malcolm X Killing We are kicking off black history month with a story 55 
years in the making....It's about the exoneration of two men in the killing of Civil Rights Leader Malcom
X in 1965. Muhammed Aziz and Khalil Islam were arrested and charged with the crime, but they 
insisted all along that they were innocent. We first brought you the story in November when the two 
were exonerated by a New York Judge...Aziz was in court that today....but Islam never got to see 
justice....he died in 2009. Now for the first time since that court hearing... MuhammedAziz is speaking 
out...He sat down with ABC's Byron Pitts for "Soul of a Nation Presents: X / o n e r a t e d - The 
Murder of Malcolm X and 55 Years to Justice." You can watch it...on Hulu. PKG Let's bring in Byron 
now: "Soul of a Nation Presents: X / o n e r a t e d - The Murder of Malcolm X and 55 Years to 
Justice." is now out on Hulu... 
Runs 5:15 Michigan's New Congressional Maps This week the New York State Legislature approved 
new congressional district maps that will give the democratic party a huge > advantage in the state. 
According to 538...The new map...if enacted.... creates 20 democrat leaning seats....4 republican 
leaning seats....and two that are competitive....an increase of three for democrats....despite the state 
losing a congressional seat from the latest census. The gerrymandered maps were possible because 
of a state law that allows the legislature to draw a map after rejecting New York's bipartisan 
redistricting committee....first two proposals... Michigan is trying a different tactic to create new 



maps....They have been redrawn by 13 everyday citizens...the new plan is the result of a grassroots 
movement started by a 27-year-old woman on Facebook five years ago. ABC's Devin Dwyer traveled 
to Detroit...for a closer look.... PKG ABC's Devin Dwyer in Detroit...Michigan 
Runs 4:42 US Kills Leader Of ISIS On Thursday the U.S. launched a mission against Hajjii Abdallah 
the leader of ISIS...President Joe Biden said he blew himself up as special forces were closing in 
CUT...If you don't know the name...you're not alone...He took over as the head of ISIS in 2019 after 
the US killed the former leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi. US Intelligence says Abdullah (who also used 
the name al Quarashi) was responsible for the slaughter of the Yazidi religious minority and other 
operations committed in the name of ISIS. ABC Chief Foreign Affairs correspondent Martha Raddatz 
broke down the raid with Brad Mielke on our Daily Podcast Start Here: That was ABC's Martha 
Raddatz on our daily podcast Start Here (PKG) 
Runs 1:27 Winter Olympic Bubble The 2022 Winter Olympics are underway in Beijing...with the 
pandemic still ongoing...it is the most restrictive ever....with athletes...officials....and media locked 
down in a bubble with no contact allowed to the un-locked down city....ABC's Maggie Rulli is in the 
bubble....covering the games for ABC News.... That was ABC's Maggie Rulli inside the bubble at the 
Bejing Winter Games 
Runs 1:07 NFL Coach Lawsuit With Super Bowl 56 only a week away...former Miami Dolphins coach 
Brian Flores shocked the football world by filing a lawsuit claiming racial discrimination in hiring. The 
interviews he was given for open coaching positions, he says...were a sham, only offered to him to 
fulfil the league's requirement for interviewing minorities. ((FLORES CUT)) Several civil rights leaders, 
including the heads of the NAACP and the Urban league...have asked for a meeting with NFL 
commissioner Roger Goodell to discuss the allegations. The NFL has said they will investigate.....while
the Dolphins...Giants....and Broncos....all named in the lawsuit... deny the allegations. 
Runs 3:42 1 Week Till SuperBowl As to the SUPER BOWL....The Cincinnati Bengals will travel to 
Southern California to take on the LA Rams at their home stadium. It s the second year in a row that a 
Super Bowl has been hosted, by chance, at a home team s stadium. The coming days will kick off 
Super Bowl week when there are tons of pre-Super Bowl events around Los Angeles. ABC s Alex 
Stone visited SoFi Stadium in Inglewood, California to find out what is being done to get the stadium 
ready for gameday.He was on the field and filed this report. 
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Runs 5:52 Super Bowl Security The long grind of the NFL season has finally come to an end...with 
Super Bowl 56 in Los Angeles this weekend....For the second straight year....the host team--this time 
the Los Angeles Rams--will be taking on its opponent--the Cincinnati Bengals in its home 
stadium....With millions of eyes set to watch the match-up....law enforcement around SoFi 
Stadium....and Southern California is tight.... Sources tell ABC News as of Friday there are no known 
threats to the game but with a global audience, they can't take any chances..... and are ready for 
anything that may pop up...anywhere... ABC's Alex Stone got the opportunity to embed with federal 
agents on patrol ahead of the game. PKG 
Runs 3:11 Olympic Isolation We're a week into the Olympics....Team USA got off to a slow start in the 
medal count....but in the past few days picked up some hardware--gold medals for snowboarders 
Linsey Jacobellis and Chloe Kim...and one for Nathan Chen, the first America to win the men's figure 
skating competition in more than a decade. Chen's teammate Vincent Jhoe...was favored to win the 
medal....but he tested positive for COVID-19....forcing him into isolation....and withdrawing from the 
competition (CUT).....ABC's Alex Presha is in Beijing covering the games...I asked him what it is like 
for athletes who catch COVID, and are forced to watch from isolated hotel rooms in the locked-down 
bubble... INT ABC's Alex Presha covering the games in Beijing..... Coming Up....50 years after the Fair
Housing Act....an ABC News Investigation finds....segregated neighborhoods are still pervasive....On 
Perspective....after this.... 
Runs 9:07 Housing Segregation Owning a home defines the American dream--for many people it is 
the one thing that can lead to lasting wealth--equity built up in a home over the years can be passed 



on to the next generation. But the "dream" remains unattainable for a lot of Black Americans--. An ABC
News Investigation.... looking at recent mortgage lending nationwide... found that 20 of the nation's top
100 Metropolitain areas have what's called an "extreme dissimilarity index" of 50 or higher -- what that 
means is that at least half of the Owning a home defines the American dream--for many people it is 
the one thing that can lead to lasting wealth--equity built up in a home over the years can be passed 
on to the next generation. But the "dream" remains unattainable for a lot of Black Americans--. An ABC
News Investigation.... looking at recent mortgage lending nationwide... found that 20 of the nation's top
100 Metropolitain areas have what's called an "extreme dissimilarity index" of 50 or higher -- what that 
means is that at least half of the white population would have had to move to another neighborhood in 
the city to achieve total integration......At the top that dissimilarity index is the city of Milwaukee....ABC 
Senior Investigative Correspondent David Scott traveled to the city for a Nightline special...."Housing 
Divide" and let's bring in David.... Coming up...History made....during the Academy Award 
nominations.....On Perspective, after this... 
Runs 3:03 Oscar Nominations It was a big week for Hollywood the nominations for this year s Oscars 
finally out. ABC s Jason Nathanson breaking it all down for us, and saying there are a lot of firsts PKG 
Runs 4:45 Oscar Surprises Jason joins me to talk about all of it...Hey Jason... INT The Academy 
Awards will air on ABC on March 27th.... Coming up... Queen Elizabeth making her wishes 
clear....Camilla will be Queen.....On Perspective, after this... 
Runs 5:20 Queen Camilla There have been big celebrations in Britain this week (BOOM BOOM 
FROM HYDE PARK) That was the sound from Hyde Park...To mark the Platinum Jubilee of Queen 
Elizabeth....marking 70 years on the throne....One of her first announcements when the festivities 
began was that when her eldest son Charles becomes King...she wants his second wife Camilla to be 
called Queen. Now, since she's married into the family, she'd be Queen Consort--not the actual 
Monarch--but the announcement was still a big deal since it was the first time the Queen publicly 
addressed her daughter-in-law's future role....When Prince Charles and Camilla wed in 2005...there 
was debate over what her title would be...at the time, their wedding spokesperson suggested she 
would take the title princess consort...ABC Royal Correspondent Victoria Murphy CUT Queen Consort.
What is the reason behind the move and is there something to the timing?...Let's bring in ABC Royal 
Contributor Omid Scobie. INT That was ABC Royal contributor Omid Scobie (Just in case) Coming 
up...big shake ups at Peloton....and....social audio has become popular on Twitter....is it the next big 
trend for dating apps?... On Perspective, after this... 
Runs 3:05 Hinge Voice Prompts Valentine s Day is on Monday...and if you re looking for love, you may
want to instead try listening for it ABC s Mike Dobuski has how a dating app is getting into social audio
PKG 
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Runs 5:02 Ukraine After weeks of talking about it, on Friday, the U.S. and Ukraine both began seeing 
signs of an attempt to create a possible pretext for an invasion. Russian-backed separatists in eastern 
Ukraine announced the evacuation of civilians and called for able-bodied men to mobilize. Russian 
President Vladimir Putin sent help to the border to deal with an influx of refugees. The separatists 
claimed there was explosion, but the US called it a false-flag operation by Russia, which had claimed 
this week it was moving troops and equipment AWAY from the Ukrainian border. As the Europeans 
and members of NATO tried to secure a diplomatic solution, US officials had been letting the American
people in on a LOT of information about what's going on, and that's not usually the case. Let's Bring in 
ABC White House correspondent Karen Travers to discuss.. INT 
Runs 4:57 Covid After months of COVID-19 surges....much of the country is now seeing falling rates of
infections and hospitalizations....Good news for the millions of American who want to return to a 
normal life....Even better news....Updated mask guidance could be coming as soon as next 
week....CDC Director Rochelle Walensky...announced on Wednesday (CU TMask Guidance Soon)...It 
comes as state and local governments are easing Covid Rules around the country. Among them is the
country s most populated state California. 40 million residents have been under a mask mandate that 



went away in recent days. But not everywhere in California is dropping them. COVID rules and the 
right moves to make are at the heart of debate in California today. In fact it led to some politicians 
losing their jobs in the Bay Area. The growing political fight over COVID rules could have implications 
during the midterms in November. ABC s Alex Stone reports from California. PKG 
Runs 2:07 Sandy Hook Settlement Nine years after the deadly mass shooting at Sandy Hook 
Elementary school in Newtown, Connecticut....where twenty first grade children and six staff members
were killed... A historic settlement has been reached....Remington....the maker of the gun used in the 
attack....agreed to settle liability claims...from families of five adults and four children killed....It is the 
first time a gun manufacturer has been held accountable for a mass shooting in the United States. 
Remington will pay the families 73 million dollars.... PKG Coming up...lingering questions about the 
death of comedian Bob Saget...on Perspective after this. 
Runs 6:31 Questions Over Bob Saget's Death It's been more than a month since the sudden death of 
comedian Bob Saget--this fan, showing up at the San Francisco Victorian where Full House was 
filmed...bringing mementos to honor the man many had described as "America's Dad" PKG Coming 
up...A major figure skating upset loaded with drama at the Winter Olympics in Beijing.....and The 
difficult decision some athletes have to make...on which country to represent at the Olympics...On 
Perspective, after this...  
Runs 2:33 Olympics < All week the women's figure skating final was under the cloud of controversy.... 
15 year old Russian skater Kamila Valieva was allowed to compete in the event after she tested 
positive for a banned substance, but The IOC announced that there would be no medal ceremony if 
she placed in the top three.... in a stunning upset...Valieva placed fourth after falling and stumbling 
several times during her performance. ABC's Alex Presha is covering the games in Beijing. INT 
Runs 3:03 Switching Allegiances The Winter Olympics are wrapping up this weekend in Beijing. For 
most of the athletes at the games... competing for the gold for their home country has been the goal 
they've worked for their entire lives....but there are some who have decided to switch allegiances...like 
gold medal skier Elieen Gu...an American who competed for China...her mother's home country....or 
snowboarder Louie Vito...who is competing for Italy this year....after wearing the red, white and blue 
for American during the 2010 games....ABC's Maggie Rulli spoke with some of the athletes on what's 
behind the complex choice of which country to represent..... PKG Coming up... a member of the royal 
family settles a lawsuit... On Perspective, after this... 
Runs 3:17 Prince Andrew Settles Prince Andrew has agreed to settle a sexual assault lawsuit brought 
on by Virginia Giuffre...the woman who's claimed for years that she was trafficked by Jeffrey Epstein 
and Ghislaine Maxwell to have sex with the Prince when she was 17 years old. The sum of the 
settlement has not been disclosed, and Queen Elizabeth's second son had insisted repeatedly that the
allegations weren't true. But the money is coming to Giuffre anway. ABC's Tom Rivers is in London 
with reaction from Britain. .. PKG Coming up....A modern day message in the bottle...where a New 
Hampshire class project ended up. What it can tell us about change and teaching in the midst of a 
pandemic..... On Perspective, after this... 
Runs 3:14 Climate Studies Two new studies released this week outline the risks the country is facing 
from global warming....One from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration stated sea 
levels are expected to rise at least one foot by 2050...leading to an increased risk of coastal 
flooding...The second from researchers at UCLA.... found that the current drought in the West ranks 
as the driest 22 year stretch in the past 12 hundred years...and the drought has been made worse by 
global warming...ABC's Brad Mielke broke down the two studies with Tracy Wholf...the coordinating 
producer of ABC's Climate unit... on our daily podcast Start Here. INT That was ABC's Tracy Wholf 
and Brad Mielke on Start Here. 
Runs 4:00 Class Project It was just a little boat...six feet long built by 6th and seventh graders... PKG 
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Runs 5:15 On the Ground in Ukraine It was something the world had been warned about, but so many
people thought would never happen. Russian tanks and troops moving into Ukraine not just from the 



East, but on three sides of the country. ((add nats)) You've all been watching it unfold in real time...on 
your phones, through livestream videos, on daily podcasts, and through constant hourly news updates
from those who are there. We're hoping during this show to tell you more of the story of what it's been 
like in Ukraine, how we got to this point, and what the long-term ramifications could be...both 
economically and politically. Let's begin in the country itself. ABC's Aaron Katersky has been reporting 
from Lviv, Ukraine all week. We know things are changing rapidly--so we should tell you that our 
conversation took place on Friday morning. PKG 
Runs 3:46 Refugee's in Poland ABC's Matt Gutman has been in the South of Poland...where many 
fleeing Ukraine have been going...here's just one of the thousands of stories. PKG Coming up...why 
Vladmir Putin is so opposed to the idea of NATO with Ukraine as a member..more how those 
economic sanctions actually work, and what it all means to your bottom line. 
Runs 4:45 What is it about Ukraine? Throughout this whole crisis.... Russian President Vladimir Putin 
has said Ukraine must never be allowed to join NATO....something that countries in the organization 
refused to consider during meetings with the Russians in the weeks prior to the invasion....So....What 
is it about NATO....and Ukraine possibly joining the military alliance.... that irks Putin so much? We 
posed the question to Elizabeth Neumann...an ABC News contributor....and former assistant 
homeland security secretary..... INT That was Elizabeth Neumann...and ABC News Contributor...and. 
former deputy homeland security secretary... 
Runs 4:22 Economic Affects of Invasion The initial shock of the Russian invasion rattled markets 
around the world...The Dow.....and S and P 500 were down most of Thursday.... until President Biden 
unleashed new sanctions with restrictions on exports to Russia and sanctions on Russian banks and 
state-controlled companies. CUT...Both indexes ended up in the green...Also going up though...was 
the cost of Oil....with US Crude peaking above 100 dollars for the first time since 2014....and higher oil 
prices likely mean's increased prices at the pump....with 4 dollar a gallon gas possible in the coming 
weeks....which hasn't happened since 2008. What will the short and long term impact be on the 
economy?.... Let's bring in Caleb Silver, the editor Editor in Chief at Investopedia... INT Coming 
up...What's on the docket for President Biden's First State of the Union?... Plus--how bad has road 
rage gotten in texas? we'll tell you....On Perspective, after this... 
Runs 3:44 SOTU Preview The crisis in Ukraine comes as ... President Biden prepares to give his first 
State of the Union Address on Tuesday...When he addressed Congress last year...the President 
highlighted the passing of the American Rescue Plan...getting 220 million shots in arms....and laid at 
the hope's for his first year in office...This year....the president faces sagging poll numbers...and the 
failure of his Build Back Better Agenda......but also a possible light at the end of tunnel for the 
coronavirus pandemic... What may we hear from the President? I broke it down with ABC's Deputy 
Political Director Avery Harper... INT 
Runs 1:14 SCOTUS Announcment On Friday, President Biden announced his choice to fill the 
Supreme Court seat being left vacant by retiring justice Stephen Breyer. Judge Ketanji Brown 
Jackson....who was appointed by the president just last year to sit on the US Court of Appeals for the 
DC Circuit. KBJ CUT After the nomination, Republican Senator Lindsey Graham--who actually voted 
to approve Judge Brown Jackson last year...tweeted that "the nomination means the radical Left has 
won President Biden over yet again." Former President Obama said she "has already inspired young 
Black women like my daughters to set their sights higher, and her confirmation will help them believe 
they can be anything they want to be." 
Runs 2:14 Road Rage After a wave of road rage violence in Texas, some communities are increasing 
patrols. Irving, Texas is rolling out two new cruisers specifically designed to patrol for aggressive 
driving and potential road rage incidents. In the Houston area, at least half a dozen kids have been 
hurt or killed in road-rage incidents over the last six months. ABC's Jim Ryan reports from Dallas. PKG
Coming up...Black and Missing--the fight to get equal resources when women of color disappear. On 
perspective after this. 
Runs :55 Verdicts in Federal Trials In courtrooms in Brunswick, Georgia and Minneapolis....two 
significant verdicts were announced in the killings of Ahmaud Arbery and George Floyd...On 
Tuesday....Greg and Travis McMichael and their friend William Roddy Bryan were convicted on 
Federal Hate Crime charges over the death of Arbery... Arbery's mother poke outside the courtroom 



following the verdict. Wanda Coooper Jones, who lost her son two years ago this week...said she 
shouldn't have had to fight as hard as she did for Georgia prosecutors to bring the case to court. CUT 
Then on Thursday former Minneapolis police officers.... Tou Thao... J. Alexander Kueng...and Thomas 
Lane...were convicted in Federal Court for violating George Floyd's civil rights by failing to provide him 
with medical aid when Derek Chauvin kneeled on Floyd's neck for almost nine minutes....killing him. 
ABC's Alex Perez was there when the verdict was read. 
Runs 5:00 Missing Black Girls As we wrap up Black History Month, this week have the continuing 
story of the fight by the families of missing women of color...to get the same media attention--they 
say--as white women get when they disappear. ABC Producer Fatu Sesay has the story of one woman
who still has not been found, and why advocates say her case...and cases like it...amount to unequal 
treatment. Coming up...Would you go without social media for 6 years?...the bet between a mom and 
her son... On Perspective, after this... 
Runs 1:39 USWNT Historic Settlement A historic settlement was reached this week between players 
on the US Women's National Soccer Team and the US Soccer Federation...in their class action lawsuit
over equal pay. PKG 
Runs 1:22 Social Media Bet Finally this week It all started with a question and a challenge to a 12 year
old PKG
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Runs 3:34 Refugee Story This week's stories all focus on what we've all been watching, listening to 
and reading. The devastating Russian attack on Ukraine, and why it matters to the people of that 
country, who, until a couple of weeks ago, were living their lives--thinking there's no way this could 
happen. Our whole show will focus on the invasion--the strength and resiliency of the Ukrainian 
people, and how it is affecting those of us at home. We'll tell you how to spot if something is real or 
fake on social media, why you personally need to be on the lookout for cyberattacks, and the effect 
that all of this is having on our mental health. Let's begin...in Ukraine, where the UN has said that over
a million refugees have fled Ukraine in the first week of the war....UN High Commissioner for Refugees
Flippo Grandi says (CUT) The UN says we could see 4 million refugees from Ukraine...in the coming 
months.... One of those refugees is Olia...she took her two children to Poland...while her 
husband...Victor... stays in Ukraine to fight....ABC's Phil Lipoff has her story... PKG 
Runs 5:33 Reporting On Refugees For many of those fleeing the violence....the last stop is the Lviv 
train station....trying to board a train to Poland...Many standing for hours in packed hallways...before 
getting the chance to board similarly packed trains.... ABC's Matt Gutman has been reporting on the 
struggle to get out in Poland and now is in Lviv...I asked him about what has stood out to him.... ABC's 
Matt Gutman.... Coming up... Above ground, the shelling continues in civilian neighborhoods, and 
below ground Ukrainian President Vlodomyr Zelensky vows he will not leave.... On Perspective, after 
this... *
Runs 1:59 Secret Press Conference With Zelenskyy With the war no in its second week...Russian 
attacks on Ukrainian cities are stepping up in brutality....(NATS)... with Russian forces encircling cities 
in the eastern and southern part of the country....as one senior US defense official told reporters on 
Thursday.... "Russia is deliberately targeting civilian infrastructure"... another told ABC's Martha 
Raddatz "the decision has been made to open up a barrage against civilian targets" and that there 
remains a strong belief that Vladimir Putin is going to crush Kyiv and has prepared a puppet 
government for when it happens. Ukrainian President Vladimir Zelensky held a secret press 
conference on Thursday....and ABC's Ian Pannell...reporting from Kyiv...asked him the first question. 
Our Brad Mielke asked him about that...as a part of our daily news podcast, Start Here. INT 
Runs 1:09 No Fly Zone? There's been a lot of discussion about setting up a no-fly zone over Ukraine. 
President Zelensky has asked for it...but there are a lot of reasons why it hasn't been done yet--and 
likely won't be done at all. ABC's Martha Raddatz...and former Marine Fighter Pilot and State 
Department Official, Steve Ganyard, weighing in on why President Biden won't enforce it. INT 



Runs 5:54 Inside Ukraine All of this...comes as that 40-mile long Russian convoy of tanks and vehicles
remains on the outskirts if Kyiv...a city that's been under a barrage of missiles and bombs all week. 
Let's go to Ukraine, now, and talk about all of it with ABC's Aaron Katersky... Coming up....a full 
business week since those harsh economic sanctions kicked in. What does it mean for Russians--and 
the rest of the world, on Perspective after this. 
Runs 3:16 How is Russia's Economy This week the United States and Europe continued levying 
sanctions against Russia.... The most severe....cutting seven banks off from SWIFT....which allows 
large banks to send money to each other... The penalties have hit the Russian economy hard...with 
the central bank raising interest rates from 9.5 to 20 percent....and the Ruble....the country's 
currency...crashing.....What effect is all of it having inside Russia? Let's bring in ABC's Elizabeth 
Schulze... Coming up...Separating fact from fiction....battling mis-information on both sides of the 
War....On Perspective, after this... 
Runs 4:20 Misinformation on social media The war is playing out before our eyes on on social media 
millions of people around the world are able to post about the war whether they re on the ground in 
Ukraine or if they re in their bedroom in America which inevitably leads to figuring out what is true and 
false. We have a whole visual verification team at abc news whose sole job 24 hours a day is to figure 
it was is real information and what is Mis-information and Abc tech producer Michael Dobuski tells us 
there re is a lot of mis information on both sides of the war. PKG 
Runs 2:50 Worry Over Cyber attacks Something that is true is Russia is capable over performing 
devastating cyber attacks across the world...We saw it here in the United States last year with the 
hacking of the Colonial Pipeline...But as ABC News Producer Megan Stone tell us.... big companies 
aren't the only ones who should be prepared.... Coming up...How should we cope with what we are 
witnessing... On Perspective, after this... 
Runs 3:24 Coping with War You have a spare minute or two...so...what do you do? Check your phone 
to see what's happening in the war. Weren't you just doing this the past the few years with the 
pandemic, and the past few years before that with the politics? Ladies and gentlemen, doomscrolling 
is back. And may be here to stay, which is why you need to learn to control it. That's what Ohio State 
University psychiatry professor Dr. Kenneth Yeager says, anyway... INT 
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The war in Ukraine has now entered its third week...with Russian forces moving closer and closer to 
the capital city of Kyiv. Everyday Ukrainians are the ones bearing the brunt of Russian 
assaults....fleeing cities under attack and finding themselves now labeled "refugees." Let's begin with 
them. According to the UN, the number of people who've left Ukraine now numbers over two million. 
..the vast majority......women and children....Many of them have been sending their stories of escape 
to the organization 'More To Her Story'....which aims to give a voice to woman and girls around the 
world. in a week when the world marked International Women's day on March 8....ABC's Linsey Davis 
shared some of their stories.... PKG 
Runs 3:40 Refugee Crisis in Poland Let's move now to Poland, where many of those who've left 
Ukraine are now living. ABC's Ines de la Cuetara is in the city of JESZ-shaaf....we talked to her this 
week. INT 
Runs 2:03 Russia threatening Bio Weapons? And now we turn to the military invasion itself. As 
Russian forces move through the country, there are fears that chemical or biological weapons could 
be used--and, on civilians. Our pentagon correspondent Luis Martinez has more on that. INT 
Runs :18 Businesses pulling out On Friday...President Biden announced even more tough economic 
sanctions against Russia for the invasion--and the list of companies cutting ties with Russia continues 
to grow. More than 300 businesses have now pulled operations out of the country, including Wall 
Street giants Goldman Sachs and JP Morgan. 
Runs 5:42 Gas Prices Skyrocketing Gas prices in the U.S. were already on the rise BEFORE the 
Russian invasion of Ukraine. Now, they've gone even higher...as of this weekend, the U.S. average is 
4.10 a gallon, according to the Energy Department--a dollar 31 higher than last year. The average in 



California is 5.76 per gallon...some, like Triple-A and GasBuddy, have even higher averages. ABC's 
Alex Stone in Los Angeles takes a look at what it's been like on the West Coast. PKG
Runs 2:20 Inflation continuing to take its toll In addition to gas...there's the cost of everything else. 
Inflation is rising at the fastest pace in 40 years....and Americans are feeling it. Let's take, for example,
Tamika Calhoun...who's family of 7 lives in Jackson Mississippi. It used to cost around 35 dollars for 
one family meal. That has now risen to 50 dollars. She talked about it this week....with Nightline's 
Byron Pitts. PKG Nightline Anchor Byron Pitts....along with Diane Swonk, chief economist of Grant 
Thornton....and Tamika Calhoun...from Jackson Mississippi.. 
Runs 4:33 Hulu Dropout Theranos founder Elizabeth Holmes was supposed to be the next big thing in
Silicon Valley...Her blood testing start-up was going to revolutionize the health care industry with 
technology that could run any test from a just a few drops of blood'....but as we all know by now...it 
didn't work....This January she was found guilty of four counts of fraud for misleading investors in her 
bogus company.... The gripping story of money, power, tragedy and deceit...was highlighted in our hit 
podcast 'The Dropout".... hosted by ABC New's Chief Business correspondent Rebecca Jarvis...and 
that story has now been made into a miniseries for Hulu. ABC's Jason Nathanson takes a look... PGK.
Runs 3:34 Rebecca Jarvis on Dropout ABC's Rebecca Jarvis and her team spent years investigating 
Holmes and Theranos before releasing their hit podcast...which used deposition 
tapes...whistleblowers....and first-hand accounts to weave the story of Theranos and its 
founder....Rebecca is one of the executive producers. We spoke this week about what it is like seeing 
her project become a hit on Hulu... INT 
Runs 5:42 Anti-Lynching Bill Passed It took 100 years and 200 failures....but an Anti-Lynching Bill has 
finally been past by Congress....On Monday...the Senate approved the 'Emmitt Till Anti-Lynching Act 
'Unanimously'. Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer DCART More Just Future According to the 
Equal Justice Intiative...a justice advocacy and research organization...nearly 6,5000 racial terror 
lynchings have been documented in America between 1865 and 1950. For more on this bill...Let's 
bring in ABC Congressional Reporter Rachel Scott and ABC Digital Writer Kiara Alfonseca. INT *
Runs 2:27 Kids Pep Talk It's been a lot going on in the world we are wrapping up the pandemic, the 
war in Ukraine, inflation, the price of gas, it's all gone. You may be a little overwhelmed. Well, guess 
what? There is a pep talk for that, and it's free. PKG 
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Runs 3:32 Strollers For Moms We are now three weeks into the war in Ukraine ... and the brutality 
continues as Russia has stepped up the striking of civilian targets...One of the latest was a school and
community center in Northeast Ukraine....where 23 people were killed and 26 wounded....Ukrainian 
President Volodimir Zelensky pleaded with President Biden during an address to congress on 
Wednesday to do more to help his country CUT The video of the address put out by the Ukrainian 
government More than 3 million people have now fled Ukraine...the majority mothers and 
children...bringing almost nothing with them to Poland, Romania and other countries that border 
Ukraine...The Polish people have stepped up...the country has brought in 2 million of those 
fleeing....helping feed....house and cloth those coming over the border....One of the most powerful 
images to come out of Poland...is one of empty strollers....left by Polish women...to help young 
Ukrainian mothers...and their kids....ABC's Ines De La Cuetara is in Poland with the story... PKG 
Runs 6:20 One Refugee's Story One of those millions who have fled their home is Nina Sideleva..(Sid-
eh-live-ah)...a mother with two son's... aged 10 and 16...She decided to flee Kyiv after a missile strike 
killed her boss...leaving her husband behind to take care of her parents...ABC's Brad Mielke spoke to 
Nina...with help translating from her brother Alex...who lives in the United States... for a special edition 
of our daily podcast Start Here. PKG You can listen to the full interview with Nina and her brother on 
"Escape from Kyiv" on Start Here... Coming up...One year since the Atlanta Spa Killings...and equal 
pay day...how the pandemic has affect women's careers....on Perspective after this.... 
Runs 4:45 One Year Since Atlanta Spa Killings One year ago, this week... a gunman went on a 
shooting spree in 3 Atlanta area spa's....killing 8 people...6 of them Asian women. The attacks came 



as the nation was dealing with a rise in seemingly unprovoked attacks on AAPI.... or Asian American 
and Pacific Islanders.... Nightline's Juju Chang spoke with the son's of two of the women killed.... Yong
Ae Yue (Young Aye You)....and Hyun Jung Grant (ha-yun Jung Grant)...for a Nightline special on the 
killings and how incidents of hate against Asian Americans continue.... PKG That was Nightline's Juju 
Chang... 
Runs 3:38 Equal Pay Day Tuesday was Equal Pay Day....the day symbolizing how far into the year 
women must work to earn the same amount that men did the previous year...on average. According to 
the labor department...women's careers took a bigger hit during the pandemic then men....and while 
there have 6.6 million jobs have been gained since President Biden took office...most have gone to 
men. As of early February, there were still 1.4 million fewer employed adult woman in the workforce 
compared to 500,000 fewer adult men. ABC's Diane Macedo broke down how the pandemic has 
changed women's careers with ABC Senior National Policy reporter Anne Flaherty.... That was ABC's 
Diane Macedo with ABC Senior National Policy reporter Anne Flaherty,... Coming up..a new option for 
people who don't want to go to college....and a first for National Geographic...on Perspective....after 
this.... 
Runs 3:48 College Alternative If you're one of the millions of people around the country who are 
thinking about leaving their jobs... or who want to advance their current career.....but don't know where
to start...well you're in luck...a new college alternative is here. PKG 
Runs 4:45 National Geographic Explorer Tara Roberts is the first Black woman explorer and storyteller
to appear on the cover of National Geographic magazine. Roberts is searching the sea...looking for 
artifacts from the transatlantic slave trade...Which lasted for hundreds of years and brought millions of 
Africans against their will to the America's...As many as 1,000 ships were lost to wrecks...but fewer 
than ten have been found. ....she took ABC's Robin Roberts out to explore our history underwater. 
PKG 4:30 That was ABC's Robin Roberts, and National Geographic's Tara Roberts, telling stories of 
the sea in Florida. Coming up...WeWork was going to revolutionize the office....but then it all fell 
apart...a new series takes a look at what happened....on Perspective....after this.... 
Runs 4:43 WeCrashed It s the inside story of the spectacular rise and flaming failure of WeWork the 
series WeCrashed debuted Friday on Apple TV+ - starring two A-list Oscar winners, Anne Hathaway 
and Jared Leto. They talked to ABC's Jason Nathanson ahead of the premier. PKG Coming up...They 
may bust your bracket....so why do we love Cinderella basketball teams so much?. on 
Perspective...after this... 
Runs 2:55 Why we love the underdog March Madness is underway and while the focus is on the top 
seeds like Gonzaga....and Arizona...there are hopes of that unknown team making a deep run into the 
tournament... Why do we love that underdog....whoever it may be.... so much.? ABC's Brian Clark has 
more PKG 
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Runs: 4:50 President Biden In Europe The war in Ukraine has now gone on for one month. On the 
anniversary, Ukrainian president Volodymyr Zelensky went online with another video message...in 
English...urging people everywhere to speak out and march against the Russian invasion. CUT 
President Biden traveled to Brussels this week for an extraordinary series of meetings with NATO, EU,
and G7 leaders . He's also meeting with Ukrainian refugees who've fled to Poland. On Thursday...the 
President held a press conference and addressed the consequences of potential uses of Chemical 
weapons by Russia. CUT The President also said Russia should be kicked out of the G-20. ABC 
White House Correspondent Karen Travers has been traveling with the President and is now in 
Warsaw, Poland. ABC's Karen Travers in Warsaw 
Runs: 4:41 How does this end for Putin? The war hasn't gone the way Russian President Vladimir 
Putin envisioned. The Ukrainian military...and everyday citizens have stepped up to stop...and in some
cases push back Russian advance....killing thousands of Russian soldiers...with NATO estimating this 
week between 7,000 and 15,000 thousand have been killed...In addition...many trucks....planes and 
ships have also been destroyed.....Brad Garrett is a ABC News Crime and Terrorism Analyst...Where 



do we see this ending Brad? INT That was ABC News Crime and Terrorism Analyst Brad Garrett 
Coming up...President Biden's pick to replace Supreme Court Justice gets grilled on Capitol Hill....and 
remembering Madeline Albright and her signature pins... on Perspective after this.... 
Runs 3:27 SCOTUS Hearings Judge Ketanji Brown Jackson...President Biden's pick to replace 
Supreme Court Justice Stephen Breyer.... faced Senators on the Judiciary committee this week...The 
first Black woman ever nominated to the Supreme Court faced 24 hours of questioning....and appears 
headed toward confirmation as a justice with support from all Democrats and, as of now anyway, a 
small number of Republicans. ABC's Derricke Dennis has more on what we heard this week 
throughout the hearings... PKG 
Runs 2:00 Madeline Albright Death On Wednesday the nation found out that Madeline Albright...the 
first woman to ever serve as Secretary of State....died at the age of 84. President Bill Clinton 
nominated Albright to the position in 1997 and she remained in the role for the entirety of Clinton's 
second term. ABC's Chief Washington Correspondent Jonathan Karl looks back at her life. PKG ABC's
Jonathan Karl. 
Runs 3:04 Albright's Signature Pins One thing that defined Albright were the signatures pins she wore 
throughout her time as Secretary of State and as the US ambassador to the United Nations...a 
position she held during Clinton's first term. During an interview in 2010...she told the Smithsonian 
Magazine that the pins were "reflective of the issues she was dealing with or what I'm feeling like on a 
given day or where I'm going." ABC's Andy Field has more on Albright's signature style and the woman
who designed them. PKG Coming up....The Oscar's are here...will there be a Suprise winner...and 
Inflation continues to hit every day Americans...now it's even showing up at flea markets.....on 
Perspective after this.... 
Runs 4:44 Oscar Weekend Hollywood's most prestigious awards ceremony...the OSCAR's is this 
Sunday...Which you can watch on ABC starting at 8pm Eastern time....In a first for the Academy 
Awards...there are ten films up for Best Picture....including....CODA...Licorice Pizza....and The Power 
Of the Dog...We talked with ABC's Entertainment Correspondent Jason Nathanson when the 
nominations were released....and we bring him back now... INT Runs 3:57 Inflation at the Swap Meet 
This week, Fed Chair Jerome Powell told a group of economists the Federal Reserve might raise 
interest rates faster than anticipated. There's already been one quarter point hike put in place....but in 
an effort to curb the worst inflation in 40 years, he said a half point might be next. From the gas station
to the grocery store....Americans are feeling the pain of those higher prices. And they're doing 
whatever they can to try and protect themselves and their families from them--including buying things 
they might normally find in retail stores at places like flea markets, where things cost a lot less. I 
recently went to one such flea market---in the Chicago area. PKG Coming up...Excited about Daylight 
saving time possibly becoming permanent? Some on Sleep Doctors say not so fast....Perspective 
after this.... 
Runs 3:53 Doctors worried about permanent Daylight savings The Senate voted unanimously 
recently...making daylight saving times permanent. it's something some people have been asking for 
years....they say that extra hour of daylight makes all the difference in the world....and they get so 
much more done in the summer months. The bill still needs to get approval in the House, before 
President Biden would sign it into law. Sleep experts, however, say hold on...for years many of them 
have argued that daylight saving times is actually good for our health. We're joined now by Dr. Anne 
Marie Morse...who's with the American academy of sleep medicine in Darien, Illinois. INT If you or 
someone you care about needs to talk, contact the free National Suicide Prevention Lifeline, 24 hours 
a day, seven days a week, at 1-800-273-8255. Coming up...The mystery of Stan the T-Rex has been 
solved....we speak with the reporter who found him...on Perspective after this.... 
Runs 3:44 Stan the T-Rex Finally this week we have the story of Stan the T-Rex and how it became 
the most expensive fossil ever sold and where it ended up. The story and detective work curtesy of 
National Geographic Science writer Michael Greshko. PKG 


